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Welcome to our new Director
Prof. Jain, born at Vidisha in Madhya Pradesh in 1967, obtained his Post Graduate 
Degree in Computer Science and Engineering from Indian Institute of Technology, 
Delhi, in 1992. He later received his Doctorate Degree in Computer Science & Engi-
neering and has over 24 years experience in teaching and research. He has served 
as Director, Madhav Institute of Technology and Science (MITS), Gwalior, for the 
past 6 years. Besides teaching at Post Graduate level Professor Jain has the credit 
of making significant contribution to R & D in the area of Image Processing and 
Mobile Adhoc Network. He has guided Ph.D. Scholars and has undertaken a 
number of major R & D projects sponsored by the Government and Private Agen-
cies. His work on Digital Watermarking for Image Authentication is highly valued in 
the research field. He is an IEEE Senior Member with total teaching experince of 30 
years.
Prof. Jain has been the Director of the prestigious Madhav Institute of Technology 
and Science (MITS) since May 2010 and has made notable contribution to the 
growth and development of the Institute, planned its development and revitalized 
its academic life by initiating a series of measures including curriculum innovation, 
examination reforms and establishment of various student chapters of world 
renowned professional bodies. The Institute was selected for World Bank assistance 
in 2012 with a grant of Rs.10 crores for its development. Professor Jain has travelled 
widely and interacted with institutions of higher learning and industries to cater to 
the need of students.

The Alumni Association of IIITDM Jabalpur is proud to welcome our new Director, 
Prof Sanjeev Jain, into our continuously growing family. We believe that your pleth-
ora of experience, knowledge, zest and vitality, could be a guiding light for our 
institution to achieve its highest level of excellence. We are tremendously exhilarat-
ed in anticipation of what this monumental opportunity could mean for the future 
of our institution, as well as, for the people who have ceaselessly been a part of it, 
since its inception. Welcome aboard!
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Tarang, the annual cultural fest of PDPM IIITDMJ was organised this year with a 
brand new flavour and theme echoing the true nature of the campus: Escapade into 
the wild. People were so excited for Tarang’18 that the opening ceremony itself was 
filled with a lot of energy and enthusiasm. 

The first day of Tarang’18 was filled with a lot of events, both formal and the informal 
ones. The first day itself kicked off with a great event, the prelims of the Great 
Debate, where the students battled their peers using facts and logic to assert their 
point. The major events following this included, the Duet and Solo Dancing, Duet 
and Solo Singing, all of which saw a huge and neck to neck competition from stu-
dents of our campus and various other institutes. The prelims of Aaveg the band war 
also were a treat to behold. Many other interesting events like JAM and Quizzes 
followed. The gaps in the day were filled by the various informal events like Takeshi’s 
Castle, paper folding dance, pani-puri eating competition and a lot more. The day 
concluded with an amazing ProfNight which had Mr. Aakash Mehta, a renowned 
standup comedian come and perform. His jokes literally cracked the audience up in 
laughter. The humour filled environment of the ProfNight was just the perfect end 
needed for the 1st Day.

The 2nd day, following the previous day’s 
events began with a lot more energy, everyone 
was dressed in their Tarang’18 T-shirts and had a 
new found zeal in them. The second day took 
off with the Spirit of Art event, where partici-
pants used their heart to create art. It followed 
with the literary events- Youth Sansad, where 
the students battled their opinions in Hindi and 
the Word Games, where the participants bat-
tled their knowledge of words. Participants of 
the Unplugged event, used their true voices 
and instruments without any electric effects to 
let the acoustic music compete on its own. 
Rangmanch, the monoact event soon followed 
where the participants, even though solo, 
enacted many roles using their theatrical cre-
ativity. The ProfNight for the second day had 
bands fighting each other, not literally, but by 
using their electrical beats in the Aaveg finals. 
The music bands in Aaveg got the feelings of 
the crowd imploding, they got the crowd danc-
ing. Henceforth ended the second day with 
another bang. 
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The ProfNight for the second day had bands fighting each other, not literally, but by 
using their electrical beats in the Aaveg finals. The music bands in Aaveg got the 
feelings of the crowd imploding, they got the crowd dancing. Henceforth ended the 
second day with another bang. 

The last and the final day of Tarang’18 too did not let the wild energy die down. 
The 3rd day had the final rounds of many major events like the Great Debate , Group 
Dance. Following the amazing finals, the General Quiz checked the participants IQ on 
everyday affairs relating to all spheres of life. While the quiz was on, the Group Dance 
event was being conducted in its full spirit and energy. The stiff competition only made 
the event even more fun and interesting. After all the dancing, it was time for the the-
atre artists to come out. 

The awaited Nukkad Natak event took place with some amazing plays that were 
aimed at removing the various social evils that we have in our country. The Art Mara-
thon event was the last formal event for the day, where the participants created art in 
various art forms just like a real marathon.

Many people got to know each other and were so enthralled with the magical nature 
of Tarang that they organised themselves in informal groups and started to dance and 
sing with all their spirit whenever they got a chance to do so, with a hope that Tarang 
would not have to end so soon. 

Tarang’18 concluded with a formal closing ceremony where all the organisers and 
faculty members were thanked for making it a huge success. Prizes were distributed to 
the winners and the achievements of the participants were celebrated. A promise 
was made that the journey would continue and come back again even more wilder. 

But Tarang was not 
going to end without a 
roar, it ended with a 
bang on ProfNight. The 
night was brought to life 
by Julia Bliss, the EDM 
specialist for Sunburn. 
The electronic beats of 
her musical mixes got 
the crowd roaring and 
dancing with madness 
and excitement. It was 
just the perfect end for 
the wonderful esca-
pade into the wild, 
Tarang’18.
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Gusto (24-27 January)
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CVIP

Third International Conference on Computer Vision & Image Processing (CVIP-2018) was orga-
nized by PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur at its campus during September 29-October 01, 2018. The 
conference emerged out as a major forum for the presentation of technological progress and 
research outcomes in the area of Image Processing and Computer Vision serving as a plat-
form for exchanges between academia and industry. CVIP 2018 was focused on all areas 
related to Image & Video Processing, Computer Vision, Biomedical Image Analysis, Machine 
Learning, Biometrics and Visual Multimedia etc. 

With the footfalls of 120 delegates, total 76 papers were presented during the conference.

Major Attractions of CVIP 2018 were:

1. Plenary lectures :
 
Prof. Masaki Nakagawa, Tokyo Institute of Agriculture and Technology, Japan is known for his 
outstanding contribution in the field of online handwriting recognition, and user interface 
developments. His collaboration with MNCs like Fujutsu and Hitachi has led to many innova-
tive systems used in smartphones and tablets like Samsung Galaxy and Sony.  

Prof. Venu Govindaraju, University at Buffalo, The State University of New York, USA is a distin-
guished professor known for his seminal work in handwriting recognition, which has been used 
by the postal services in US, Australia, and UK. 

Prof. Hironobu Fujiyoshi, Chubu University, Japan is a well-known name in the field of Comput-
er Vision for his landmark works on the DARPA Video Surveillance and Monitoring (VSAM) effort 
and the humanoid vision project for the HONDA Humanoid Robot

2. Invited lectures  :

Dr. R. Venkatesh Babu, Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore, India is an expert in the 
field of image \video processing and machine learning. He is having work experience in 
NTNU, Norway and IRISA/INRIA, Rennes, France, and NTU, Singapore.

Ms. Ramya Hebbalaguppe, TCS Innovation Labs, New Delhi Area, India is a scientist in Deep 
Learning and Artificial Intelligence Research Group. Earlier she was at Dublin City University, 
Ireland and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore.
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3.Best Paper Awards :

1) IAPR Best Paper Award - INR 15,000/-
Paper ID – 28
Title - Fused Spectral Features in Kernel Weighted Collaborative Representation for 
Gender Classification using Ocular Images
Name - Kiran B. Raja, R. Raghavendra, Christoph Busch
Institute - University of South-Eastern Norway (USN), NTNU , Norway
Received by – Kiran B. Raja

2) IAPR Best Student Paper Award - INR 15,000/-
Paper ID - 82
Title - Things at Your Desk: A Portable Object Dataset
Name - Saptakatha Adak
Institute - VP Lab, Department of CS&E , IIT Madras, Chennai, India
Received by - Saptakatha Adak

3) Best Poster Award - INR 10,000/-
Paper ID – 160
Title - Co-Detection in Images using Saliency and Siamese Networks
Name - Milan Zinzuvadiya, Vatsalkumar Dhameliya, Sanjay Vaghela, Sahil Patki,
Nirali Nanavati, and Arnav Bhavsar
Institute - Sarvajanik College Of Engineering and Technology, Surat, Gujarat
Received By - Vatsalkumar Dhameliya, Sanjay Vaghela and Arnav Bhavsar

4) Certificate of merit - INR 5,000/-
Paper ID – 177
Title - Action Recognition from Egocentric Videos using Random Walks
Name - Abhimanyu Sahu, Rajit Bhattacharya, Pallabh Bhura, Ananda S. Chowdhury
Institute - Jadavpur University, Kolkata
Received by - Abhimanyu Sahu and Ananda S. Chowdhury

5) Challenge Winner - INR 5,000/-
Akash Kumar - Delhi Technological University
Sourya Dipta Das – Jadavpur University, Kolkata
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DEW (8-10 March)
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DeW 2019 winners list 

Student research symposium winners 
-Harkeerat Kaur, IIITDM Jabalpur - First
-Sunny Kumar Gupta, IIITDM Jabalpur - Second
-Ashish Wankhade, IIITDM Jabalpur - Third
-Ms. Chandrama Thorat,  Research Scholar, Center of Excellence( Signal and Image 
Processing), College Of Engineering,Pune - Third 
 
Student Design Challenge Consolation prize
-Sai Shiva, IIITDM Jabalpur
-Mohammad Akram, IIITDM Jabalpur
-Anurag Varanasi, IIITDM Jabalpur
-Mohammed Inamul Hassan, IIITDM Jabalpur 



GIAN Course
Goldratt's Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a philosophy developed for production man
agement. Any company is considered to be an organization that generates profit. One 
would always appreciate to make a quick and handsome profit, but unfortunately 
some constraints limit it. This course was aimed at revealing such constraints ("bottle
necks") at an enterprise, and allowing solving serious and pressing problems, and as a 
result leading to substantial increase in profit.

The lectures of the course were delivered by Prof. Alexander Pesin, a Professor of Nosov 
Magnitogorsk State Technical University (Russian Federation) who was one of the first in 
Russia, who started to implement the approaches and methods of the TOC into prac
tice both at Universities and in companies. He is the author of 6 books and the courses 
of lectures, in which he shares the experience of TOC applications for industrial and, in 
particular, the metallurgical enterprises. In the area of metal forming, a number of 
research dissertations were written and successfully defended under his supervision. His 
lecturing and consulting was complemented by laboratory practice and hands-on 
exercises and tasks that were carried out by the staff and students.

May 2018 Volume III, Issue 1
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Yoga Day
International Day of Yoga (IDY) 2018 was celebrated in our Institute IIITDM Jabalpur from 15 June to 21 June 
2018 in order to create awareness among the students and employees about yoga and meditation. In this 
regard, various teaching learning sessions, competitive events like essay, slogan and expert’s lecture were 
organized. In the Yoga Camp, around 50 participants actively participated and ful�lled the moto behind the 
event successfully.

Yoga Camp was started with chanting of ‘Pranay Mantra OM’ followed by Sookshma Vyayam, Vajrasana, 
Tadasana, Vrikshashana, Surya Namaskar, Nadi Shodhan Pranayama and Bhramaree Pranayama. Members 
present in the session expressed their experiences and stated that they were feeling calm, relaxed and 
refreshed after the session.
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Guest Lectures on Yoga and Health Care by Dr. Shyam Ji Rawat was organised on the third day.
Concluding ceremony of the Yoga day was held at 11:00 a.m. in L 201 of the LHTC. A lecture was delivered 
by Dr. Pushpa Pandey on “Yoga towards the Spiritual World”. During the yoga session, Prof Aparajita Ojha, 
Dean (Students) Dr. Prashant K Jain, Dean Academics Dr Prabin Kumar Padhy, and Acting Registrar Mrs. 
Swapnali D Gadekar were also present. The concluding session was attended by faculty members, 
o�cers, sta� and students.
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Alumni Achivements

Alumnus 
Name

Year of 
Graduation

Programme Department Current Organisation/
Institute and Designation

Location Achievements
(Chronologically)

Gogulapati 
Sreedurga

2018 B.Tech CSE Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc)

Bengaluru GATE AIR 118, 
One among 9 selected
 CS students for direct 
PhD in Prime Minister 
Research Fellowship 
(PMRF) program.

Rahul Agrawal 2017 B.Tech ECE Tokai University, 
Research Student

Japan Research Assistant at 
IISc Bangalore.

Parag Nawani 2016 B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical

IIM Rohtak Rohtak National �nalist in 4 
Corporate events

Ayush Rai 2015

2015

2015

Dunnhumby 
(Senior Analyst)

Gurgaon Spot award, 
values in action award 
and a payitforward 
award

Amit Kumar Amit ECE RPA Developer 
at Syntel Private
Limited

Pune Certi�ed RPA developer 
on Workfusion Platform.

Pushpit Kant Indian Institute 
of Science (IISc)

Bengaluru GATE-18; AIR-14 in 
Engineering Science 
Paper (Code - XE)
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Alumnus 
Name

Year of 
Graduation

Programme Department Current Organisation/
Institute and Designation

Location Achievements
(Chronologically)

Ratna Prakirana 2015

2015

2015

2015

2015

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

CSE

CSE

Clik Technologies 
Inc. Gurgaon,
UX Designer

CSE

ECE

University of 
Florida

Gainesville
, Florida

1) Joined FIITJEE LTD. 
on september 2015 as 
Sr. lecturer in chemistry
 department.
2) Promoted to 
position of Assistant 
Professor in october 
2017.
3) Joined 
University of Florida 
for MS. in 
Computer Science.

Nitesh Gaur Wipro 
technologies as 
Senior Project 
Engineer

Pune Luminous The Best 
New Technical Recruit 
in Wipro technologies

Rajendra Lora 
  Choudhary

Co-Founder and 
CEO at 
Freshokartz.com

Jaipur Successfully launched 
startup name 
freshokartz and  
doing business of 
5-6 CR yearly.

Ambreesh Arya Gurgaon M.Des- IIT Hyderabad 
Class of 2017

Surbhi Namdeo Mechanical Indian Space 
Research 
Organization
(ISRO)

Bangalore 1) Secured AIR-62 in 
ICRB -2016(isro 
entrance exam)
2) Called for BARC,IOCL
,BPCL,IISC Bangalore
interview
3) Cleared preliminary 
qualifying exam of 
MP-PSC.
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Alumnus 
Name

Year of 
Graduation

Programme Department Current Organisation/
Institute and Designation

Location Achievements
(Chronologically)

Robin Singh 
Katariya

2015 B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

B.Tech

Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical

Mechanical

Asst. Manager, 
NTPC Ltd.

Raigarh, 
Chhatis-
garh

Gate 2016 score 734
GM Meritorius award 
2018, NTPC Lara

Harshit Kumar 
Gupta

2014 ISRO Inertial 
Systems Unit

Trivand-
rum

Worked in some of the 
major ISRO projects 
like Inertial systems 
for RLV-TD and 
SCRAMJET missions

Ajeet Singh 
Yadav

2013

2013

Indian School of 
Business

Hyderabad MBA student at Indian 
School of Business, 
Hyderabad

Bala Sundaresan Nullpointer 
Analytics Private 
Limited/
Co-founder

New Delhi Started my own 
venture (Nullpointer) 
with batchmate 
Akshay Bharati in 
June 2017 

Aritra Santra 2012 ECE Ernst & Young, 
Consultant

Gurugram 1) Consultant at Big 4 
Consulting �rm
2) MBA from XLRI, 
Jamshedpur
3) Member, Society of 
Human Resource 
Management (SHRM)
4) Tutor, E-Vidyaloka 
(NGO)
5) EDP, MDI Gurgaon
Ex-Engineer at BEL, 
Navaratna Defence 
PSU
6) 99+ Percentile in 
XAT, CAT & other 
B-School exams
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Alumnus 
Name

Year of 
Graduation

Programme Department Current Organisation/
Institute and Designation

Location Achievements
(Chronologically)

Sudha Sarita 2011 B.Tech ECE 1. Chegg India 
Private Limited/ 
Subject Expert
2. Zwerl/Expert 

Mumbai 1) Published my �rst 
course “Physics for 
Beginners PART I” 
on an online learning 
site Udemy in July 
2018.
2) Attended �ve days’ 
workshop on 
“Essential Abstractions 
in GCC “ conducted by 
IIT Mumbai in the year 
2013.
3) Scored 561 in 
GATE-2012 in 
Electronics & 
Communication 
Engineering.

Gaurav Tripathi 2010 B.Tech

B.Tech

Mechanical

Mechanical

KU Leuven

Cran�eld
University

Belgium

London

BHEL: Field Engineer 
2 years
Masters: University of  
Tokyo
On going PhD: 
KU Leuven

Admitted as a
Research Fellow

18
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  Gaurav Pandey
  Mechanical Engineering (MS)
  Batch 2013- 2017

As an iiitian, To all the iiitians I just want to share one  thought - No organiza-
tion is perfect, so is our institution !! Perfection is just a state of mind so leaving 
all the imperfections behind, we must utilize all the available resources we 
have in our institution !! Irrespective of all the imperfections, We must value 
the internal branding of our institution
And must realize the value of resources and energy we are getting from
it so that we can use the best out of these resources to overcome all our 
imperfections,because these resources have so much for us to gain if used 
properly and precisely !

  Sudhir Vishal
  Batch M.Tech 2015 mechanical (cad/cam)
  Current details : PhD from IIT KHARAGPUR

My stay in PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur was blessed with lot of opportunities
which helps groom my overall personality. I was exposed to international
facilities and faculties which not only help me improve scientific temperament 
but also to enhance my work and research to an international level.Campus  
with full of natural beauties and bio-friendly environment energies every individu-
al. Celebrating festivals with local villagers and working with Jagrati kids helps me 
to develop intellectual skills. Student friendly administration and supportive staff 
helps individual to ease their life. This institute has a great potential to be one of 
the top institutes in the country with the improvements and scope in the areas of 
visits core companies, full fledge utilization of infrastructure and improving the 
existing facilities with collaboration of other organization. Finally it provides a 
platform on which stronger, bigger and multi-dimensional dream is achievable.
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  Navinder Singh Bhamra
  Masters in Mechatronics
  Batch 2015 - 2017

It has been a great experience having done my masters at PDPM IIITDM, Jabal-
pur. Though, it’s quite newly established institute, the environment is academi-
cally very promising. The credit certainly goes to the proactive faculties and 
other staff members. Library and computer facilities are adequate. Throughout 
my stay of two years, the institute in my perspective has undergone many pro-
gressive steps. On one hand, the Mechatronics Discipline is now under Mechani-
cal Department, right where it belongs. This is great both academic and place-
ment wise. On the other hand, it no more feels like staying 10kms away from city 
- thanks to several recently opened canteens and general stores. Also, the 
co-curricular activities in institute are splendid and not overwhelming like some 
old institute, which could lead to distraction from academics. Overall, it’s a nice 
institute to study from.

  
  Apoorv Bhadoriya
  M.Tech (Mechatronics)
  Batch 2015 - 2017

Being a student of IIITDM Jabalpur I was fortunate enough to receive an aca-
demically rich environment. Also, strong emphasis is laid on developing experi-
mental skills of the student which is necessary for the all-round development of 
an individual in the present scenario. Round the year various extracurricular 
activities are also carried out which helps in improving the skills of the student.

  

  Vibhor Shukla
  B.Tech (Mechanical)
  Batch 2009 - 2013

I received an academically rich environment with a zeal to innovate all around.
Had an amazing internship experience thanks to the college. With such diversity 
in IIITDMJ, one feels really special to witness self growth along with the growth of 
this mighty institution.
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  Pranjal Nautiyal
  B.Tech (Mechanical)
  Batch 2011 - 2015

The research culture in IIITDM Jabalpur is a major advantage to the students
in the knowledge-driven economy of modern times. New technologies are 
evolving and transforming our society at an unprecedented pace. This poses an 
existential threat to the conventional ‘technician’ jobs and industry is rather look-
ing for innovators and researchers, who can think out of the box and who have 
the training, skills and drive to innovate and adjust with the rapidly changing 
landscape of the engineering world. The curriculum of IIITDM promotes that cul-
ture of innovation. My advice to the ambitious, young engineering students is to 
think beyond exams and grades, and get into research & development because 
that’s where the real action is happening.

  
  Swapnil Shandilya
  B.Tech (Mechanical)
  Batch 2009 - 2013

IIITDMJ is a unique blend of engineering and design disciplines. Offering multidis-
ciplinary curriculum which increases the width of knowledge at undergraduate 
level. Equipped with cutting edge facilities in manufacturing
engineering which provides exposure to the level that most industrial people feel 
short of. Above all I admired PBI concept a lot. Given that it is properly utilized, 
student can build a strong foundation for future being it research or job. Allowing 
great minds to educate us for design project, management sciences eliminated 
the institutional barriers. Acknowledging the kind support provided for big proj-
ects like SUPRA, TECHgium and ROBOCON further added to the morale. All 
together convinced me of institute’s motto “Born for Innovation”. Respectfully 
addressing the faculty particularly Mechanical engineering for developing an 
interest more than teaching. Thanking seniors for helping us in need and some 
legendary ones to show us directions. Friends, batch mates were actually family 
members who were with me in every good bad part of college life. Initially aliens, 
juniors soon became younger brothers. Ignoring all the bad things which you will 
soon realize once you leave college were small enough to forget. As of now, I 
realized how integral IIIT was to my life that unknowingly on 30th December I was 
searching my mailbox for “dracad” mail of registration for semester II.



Established as an Incorporated Administrative Agency under the Act of the Incorpo-
rated Administrative Agency - Japan International Cooperation Agency (Act No. 
136, 2002), JICA aims to contribute to the promotion of international cooperation as 
well as the sound development of Japanese and global economy by supporting the 
socioeconomic development, recovery or economic stability of developing regions.

This year under JICA Innovative Asia Program for higher studies in Japan, a total of six 
Indian students were offered admission at various Japanese Universities, of which five 
come from our institute.
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JICA

Student Name Branch University

Mr. Ravi Jain      CSE        Waseda University

Mr. Rahul Agrawal     ECE         Tokai University

Mr. Deepak Rai     CSE          Tokai University

Mr. Nishanth Baskaran    ME           Tokyo Institute of Technology

Mr. P.J.Sudharshan     ECE      University of Tokyo
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Design (MDes) students Shivam Bharti, Rakesh Kumar Sahu, Avinash Sahu won an 
award in student category among 117 international entries in the International confer-
ence ' UX India - 2018 ' held in Bangalore. The topic of their presentation was User 
Experience Design for customized tailored clothes.

Paper titled "Temperature and thermal stress distribution in underwater friction stir 
welding of aluminium plates" by Anil Kumar (MTech scholar) and Sonika Sahu (PhD 
Scholar) under supervision of Dr MZ Ansari (MED) won "Best Paper Award" under Indus-
trial Engg. & Sustainable Mfg. Techniques stream at International Conference on Con-
temporary Research in Mechanical Engineering with Focus on Materials and Manu-
facturing (ICCRME-2018) at IUL, Lucknow

Student Achievements



Ajwad Sheikh and Amanat Mishra emerged as the winner of the Jabalpur Smart City 
Hackathon .                

Mr. Arun Pant (M. Tech scholar) in the ECE discipline won “Best Paper Award” in wire-
less stream at Optical & Wireless Technologies Conference (OWT) 2018 held in MNIT 
Jaipur.

Mr. Arjun R Harish student of B.tech (Mechanical Engineering), 
final year, received an International summer fellowship in the 
Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineer-
ing at The University of Hong Kong. He will work with Prof Huang 
and Dr. Saurabh Pratap in joint collaboration of a research work 
in the domain of " Inbound and outbound transportation for the 
E-commerce logistics company". He has signed a contract of 
fellowship 12000 HKD/month from June 2018 to Nov 2018. In 
world ranking, the University of Hong Kong is overall, 27th rank 
and 1st rank in Hong Kong."

Five students, namely, Anuj Tiwari, Prasham Prabhakar, Vishal Agrawal, Tanmay  Deb-
nath and Sanya Agarwal have been selected for International Summer Camp for 
Science & Technology Innovation –BUCT to be held in China.

Tanishqa Bobde, Kartikeya Singh (both BDes 2016 Batch) and Muskan Gupta (IITG; 
former BDes student) has been awarded Honorable mention award in the LeNS Inter-
national Student Design Competition 2018 by an International grand design jury. Their 
project was selected among the top 10 projects internationally. Their project will be 
included in the final catalogue of the student competition which will be published 
online on the LeNS website. Besides, their poster will be exhibited at the six LeNS Inter-
national conferences (India, China, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa and Italy) to be held 
from April 3-5, 2019.
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Abhishek Patel, a student of our Institute (M. Tech, ECE), 
has been Selected in the Indian Woodball team as a 
Player for 2nd Beach World Cup Woodball Champion-
ship going to be held in Uganda (Africa) from 
25/05/2019 to 31/05/2019. Also won silver medal in single 
event and his team won bronze in team stroke event in 
the 1st All India Inter University Woodball(MW) Champi-
onship for the year 2018-19 held in Kalinga University 
Raipur(CG)

Mr. Gaurav Mishra, Research Scholar, CSE, PDPM IIITDM 
Jabalpur is conferred with Young Scientist Award in the 
discipline of Computer science and Information Tech-
nology for the research paper entitled "A novel relative 
density measure based clustering technique using mini-
mum spanning tree" presented during 34th M.P. Young 
Scientist Congress held at RGPV Bhopal-2019.

Sumedh Supe, Samarth Soni, and Ritik Varshney, as well as Aashish Gupta, Katyayani 
Trivedi, Berly Biju, and Anuj Tiwari students of B.Tech, won the First and Second prizes 
of Space Settlement and Hackathon events respectively and other two events (Astro-
Treasure and Lost Explorer) have also winners received from following students Ankit 
Tiwari, Arnav Deep, Mukul Mishra, and Hitendra Singh, as well as Aditya Baurai and 
Prasham Prabhakar in Techkriti is an annual inter-collegiate technical fest at IIT Kanpur 
7th-10th March, 2019.

Sumit Chauhan and Sanjeev Singh of Batch  2016 have been selected for the presti-
gious Google Summer of Code 2019. Sumit Chauhan is to work with LibreOffice while 
Sanjeev Singh has been selected by CloudCV.

Animesh Sharma, Ameya Dabholkar and Jonathan Sawian of Batch 2015 have been 
admitted into M.Des. at IDC School of Design, IIT Bombay.
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Our Institute won Gold in Badminton and Table Tennis and Bronze in Discus Throw in 
Inter - IIIT Sport Meet 2019 held at IIIT Allahabad from 14th - 17th February 2019.

Aditya Dhawan, Arjun Singh Jadoun, Ishan Banerjee, Sanya Agarwal, Shivashish 
Dwivedi students of BTech final year Mechanical Engineering, won the First prize at 
IMTEX 2019 Technical Quiz at Bengaluru, 26 Jan, 2019

Ms. Shivangi Pande(B.Des. student) was also among the top 5 
award winners. Incidentally, out of top 5, two teams were from 
IIITDM Jabalpur, one from Shristi, one from IIT Hyderabad and 
one from USA.

The JENESYS Programme (Japan-East Asia Network of Exchange for Students and 
Youths) is a project advanced by the Japanese government from the standpoint of 
providing a sound foundation for strong solidarity within Asia through large-scale 
youth exchange. 

The following students had been selected for the Jenesys ‘18:
Anvishka Khunteta, Surbhi Malav, Kanika Dhiman, Malyaj Mishra, Harsh Srivastava, 
Pai Namit Narsimhan, Sonam Maurya, Abhay Gupta, Katyayani Trivedi, Manajit Das
and Vaisakh Rajeev
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It is our pleasure to announce that PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur has established a 
Start-up, Incubation, and Technology Enablement Centre (SITEC) with a mission to 
foster successful entrepreneurs and develop industry in the areas of knowledge 
and technology. The purpose of SITEC is to:
• Promote and interact with, and source technology/expertise from faculty mem-
bers and research scholars and laboratory infrastructure of the Institute.
• Help in getting other kinds of techno-managerial expertise required that is not 
available within the institute.
• Incubating novel technology and business ideas into viable commercial prod-
ucts or services.

Startup Stories

Fodders 

What’s Fodders?
Fodders is a food delivery service for the students currently operating in PDPM 
IIITDM Jabalpur  which aims at bringing the happiness of food and joy of food 
sharing in the college. Fodders delivers food from almost all distant restaurants, 
bakeries and fast food outlets hence reducing transportation cost and giving the 
yummy feel directly in the college.

How it started:
Well it was during last summer before end semester i.e., April 2018 when we were 
very hungry and totally frustrated with exam preparations but were kind of helpless 
because we can’t do anything about exams or food. We got bored of canteen. 
So we thought we’ll ask someone else to get food for us but then we thought hey 
wait, why can’t that someone be us .And rest is history.

Our team:
Rishabh Singh Tomar  (Btech 3rd year ECE)
Shivendra  Pratap Singh (Btech 3rd year ECE)
Saaket Kumar Chawali (Btech 3rd year CSE)

Who are we?
We are a group of 3 students who want to bring happiness of food near other food 
lovers. We work passionately to give the best of our services to people, continuous-
ly try to evolve from our mistakes and be creative as much as possible in doing so.
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Frato

What is Frato?
Frato is an online platform(frato.in) for selling fresh fruits at cheap rates. 

Our Story Discover.
After the first year passed, we wanted to do something, learn stuff, see how things 
work. We(Harshit Singh, Uttam Lahera, Ravikant Kholwal) thought of an idea. It was not 
really possible to implement this startup. You know some ideas come to mind out of 
nowhere and we know that it is a need and an opportunity. That was frato. We 
dropped our previous idea and started to work on it. We did discuss that whole night 
and finally, we knew what we are dealing with and how can we make it work. Well, it 
wasn’t as easy as it seemed to be. We got frustrated, confused, angry at times in be-
tween. But they say, “nothing comes without hard work”. That was our motto. Frato 
name was inspired by  fruits(fr) + grato(ato). Grato is a Spanish word which means wel-
come.Later as per our need,we expanded our team to four members. The new 
member was Shivam Dubey.

Presently, our services are limited to the institute. 

Features
Available 7 days a week.
Absolutely Free Delivery.
Availability of Fresh Fruits.
On time delivery.
Large variety of fruits(on-season and off-season).

Roles of Team Members
Uttam Lahera- Management
Harshit Singh-Technological
Ravikant Kholwal-Operations
Shivam Dubey-Marketing

Future Expansion plans:
Well, Fodders is currently serving at only PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur so we are planning to 
extend our services to other colleges as well like JEC and Hitkarini. Also we are coming 
up with a whole new service of budget party planning and party space picking for col-
lege students and the Jabalpur city people.
And there’s much more to go with all of your love and support.
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During the cultural fest of the institute-Tarang, Jagrati organized an exhibition to bring 
to people how it represents the essence of humanity to encourage others to take up 
some similar initiatives on their own. The exhibition included four phases as a represen-
tation. The first phase represented the complete timeline of Jagrati since the year of its 
establishment, 2009. In the next phase, the activities taken under Jagrati were repre-
sented under 7 sub-sections. Alongside which the creativity of the children was on 
display and at last the appreciation that Jagrati received through media was put up, 
followed by the Feedback section which is always welcomed by Jagrati. The exhibi-
tion was well received and well appreciated by all and must have achieved the goal 
of sowing similar thoughts in mind of others too.

Samvaad
Samvaad - The Literature and Quizzing Society started this academic year with a 
whole lot of new and innovative events. Samvaad has evolved over the past few 
years and below are some glimpses of what Samvaad offered this semester:

SPOKEN WORD POETRY
Edward Hirsch, an applauded poet, once said, 'The poet wants justice. And the poet 
wants art. In poetry, we can't have one without the other.'  These words came alive 
when Akshat Chand presented a spoken word poem on the occasion of 72nd Inde-
pendence Day. Indigo, the poem performed, is written by Chitra Banerjee Divakurni 
and it exquisitely described the painful struggle and exploitation faced by the Indigo 
plantation farmers of Bengal.Shivani Singh, a budding poet from UG first year, was also 
much appreciated for her poetry at the Cultural Evening organized after the success-
ful completion of Computer Vision and Image Processing Workshop on September 30, 
2018. The poem celebrated the concept of unity in diversity in India.

ENIGMA REGIONALS  
Samvaad also hosted the Jabalpur regionals of Enigma, the national quiz of BITS Pilani 
Hyderabad Campus. The evening of September 25 saw as many as 50 minds turn up 
for the quiz. Scorers had a tough time as the top two teams clashed right till the end in 
what ended in a tie with both the top teams – Pranay, Mazhar & Deepak, Mukul quali-
fying into the national finals.
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TARANG 2018
Yuva Sansad, Hindi debate, was organized in Tarang this year. Vivek Chaturvedi, Poet 
and Professor in Polytechnic Institute judged the event and was astonished by witness-
ing such a huge participation. Also, Abhishek Agarwal from TIME judged The Great 
Debate, Mega Event, of Tarang. 
This year, the war for words took to a completely different arena than the traditional 
spell bee. The Word Wars made its appearance in the annual cultural festival, Tarang, 
of PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur. There, the prelims took the event to another level with the 
puzzles and the challenges as difficult as they could be. Isha Agrawal and Arnav Deep 
created a different set of fun rounds for the finals of what was going to be a battle 
between 6 teams

Samvaad also orchestrated  Carnival of Detectives on 6th October, the 2nd day of 
Tarang 2k18 our annual cultural fest. The event was held for the first time in IIITDM 
Jabalpur.The event encountered a huge participation from IIIT as well as other col-
leges. The participants job was to find out the killer of a woman, staying in a high profile 
hotel. Through role play, the clues were provided to the participants (dubbed as De-
tectives). The detectives were asked to question the few witnesses provided by the 
concerned authority.After the interrogation period was over, the detectives were 
required to submit a report describing the events that led to the murder. The one 
whose report was closest to the events that actually transpired was declared the win-
ner.Throughout the event the detectives showed great enthusiasm and left no stone 
unturned into pestering the witness to reveal true information.

YOUR QUOTE’S OPEN MIC
Your Quote is an online community that encourages the art of storytelling. Samvaad 
had the chance to organize an open mic in collaboration with Your Quote. The event 
saw an enormous number of young minds voicing their opinion about Mental Health, 
How certain events change your perspective of life etc. The event also spectated a 
few standups to lighten up the mood. There were 25 speakers and the event went over 
a course of 3 hours witnessing speaker from all over central India.
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IIITDM Racing
The IIITDMJ racing team has garnered and attained great learning and experiences 
in the past, achieving some commendable results in the process. Following the 
legacy and footsteps of our seniors, this year, in the Supra event of Society of Auto-
motive Engineers, our team produced a great performance, firmly establishing our 
name as one of the best competitors. A Design rank of '6' , Static Round rank of '3', 
and an overall rank of '29' out of a total of 126 registered teams, showed our compe-
tence to the best of colleges in India. Extreme hard work along with introduction of 
new areas of development in our car, made these results possible. The Aerodynamics 
and Aesthetics of this year's car have developed by leaps and bounds with the intro-
duction of Front Wing and Side Pods. The continuous help and support of our alumni 
has also contributed a lot in this achievement. We hope our journey of progress and 
learning continues for the upcoming years.
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Cad club is one of the technical clubs of IIITDMJ. The basic purpose of the club is to 
enhance the knowledge of students about various software of CAD i.e. Solidworks, 
CATIA, Pro E, AutoCAD. Sessions are conducted throughout the year and specially 
students from mechanical branch are getting great benefits from it.

In the “Abhikalpan”, three events were organised“CAD QUIZ”  “CAD ONLINE TEST” 
“CAD SUTRA” Mr.Aditya Kumar Prasad and Aman Verma coordinated the event and 
Mr. Yashpal Singh Katharria was faculty advisor for the event. Many participants from 
different colleges and from IIITDM took part in the events and was conducted success
fully.`

More than 80 students were sent in an educational trip to Ordinance factory, Jabalpur 
on 6th October 2017, through CAD Club. The trip was Organized by Club Coordinator 
Mr. Fakir Mohan Patra.Technical counsellor, Mr. Yashpal Singh Katharria conducted 
the whole trip.It was a great trip, one can learn things like manufacturing and imple-
mentation of the science and technologies, how the big industries, how their work 
force hierarchy system work, how the workload was distributed.
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At the start of 2018-19 academic year club is going to  sessions on sketching 
part, part modelling, Assembly, simulation and Analysis. CAD Club will organise 
more such events and willtry to gather great participation in coming years.

In the near future 3-D printing like modern aspects of production engineering 
are also going to be associated with CAD, which can open a whole new field 
to gain industrial knowledge for the students. Summing up,CAD club has pro-
moted the level of understanding of CAD among many students and will do 
the same in future……..
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Mr Pranav Shukla is an alumni of 2012 mechanical engineering .he is currently pursuing Master 
of Sciences in Computational fluid dynamics from NIFI lab at virginia tech university.

A video conferencing session was organised by Automotive and Fabrication Club, on 
1/09/2018 at 5:30 pm. It was an interactive session with about 40 participants. Pranav discussed 
about his journey to the place, his failures and success. He also guided the students on various 
topics such as CFD, experimentation skills, importance of communication skills after graduation 
any many others.

He also gave his valuable time to describe his student life at IIITDM jabalpur. He explained what 
needs to be done to get a good internship, or get scholarship for MS from foreign institute. 
It was overall an enthralling one hour session that ended with the ending of everyone’s curiosity 
about his success.
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NSS
National Service Scheme, also known NSS, is a non-profit organization which mainly aims to help 
people from the lower rung of the society. Besides this, NSS also cares for the environment and is 
always ready to make nature a best place. NSS is also running its non-profitable services in Jabal-
pur. Our college PDPM IIITDM Jabalpur is also contributing in this noble cause.
The NSS team of our college has organized many social service activities in Jabalpur. Notably 
some of them are:
1. A large number of cleanliness drives were organised in Jabalpur nearby areas in order to make 
our city a clean and green and behold the position of Smart City.
2. Orphanage visits where basic and essential necessities like clothes, toys and stationary were 
donated. Financial help were also provided through donations. This made us realise our childhood 
pleasure which are not provided to them.
3. Old age home visit made the senior citizens happy, emotional and shared their best and worst 
experience of their lives. It was a nice experience. But their grievance can easily be noticed in 
their eyes.
4. Deprived villages like Kakarthala, Gadheri, Chanditola, Mehaghawan, Suarcoal and Amarnala 
were visited continually and social awareness programmes were organised towards the impor-
tance of education and hygiene in one’s life.
5. Cleanliness drives were held around lush and spacious 300 acre campus of IIITDM. Damaged 
footpaths were also repaired in order to increase the ease for commuting around the college.
We are enthusiast towards spreading the awareness among deprived villagers and teach them 
new skills so that they can earn their livelihood and live a better life. We wish that more people will 
come and join our hands in doing their small but worthy part in contributing to the society.
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ABHISHEK PRADHAN
B.Tech. (ECE)
Batch of 2015

ANUJ UPADHYAY
B.Tech. (CSE)
 Batch of 2015

groups/iiitdmj 

groups/2967034 

sac.iiitdmj.ac.in

For any financial contribution towards Students/
Infrastructure activities,

please contact us at: alumni@iiitdmj.ac.in

Student Alumni Cell
Student coordinators 2018-19

Meet the new alumni student cell representatives for 2019-2020

Btech 2016
Harendra Parihar
Mohit Kota
Manish Pradhan
Aakash Manthena
Harshith Reddy Uppula

Btech 2018
Mazhar Ali Bagh
Pranay Reddy

Mdes 2018
Shaurya Verma

Btech 2017
Shashwath Pandey

Suprabh Sharma
Ambuj Jain

Amanat Mishra
Harshit Garg 

Sadaan Khan
Sourabh S    aha
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